Rhythms of the 50's and 60's

(From Ted's Personal Music Studies files)

1) FAST
(as a shuffle and also in straight time)

Application: Also do this strumming ala "Bo Diddley"

2) Open hand, no pick.
E chord strums

3) Rockabilly
or w/out swing

4) 5) Rhythmic offset

6) Jazz waltz
or use in 4/4 or polyrhythm

7) Latin

8)
9) Samba or?
   pretty quick

1) From Video Seminar 8-'80
   Pick-Style Latin Rhythms:
   and with accents

1b)

2) Fingerstyle Latin:

R&B:
Bright

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{damp} \\
\text{chords} \\
\text{1 e a & 2 e a & 3 e a & 4} \\
\text{Bass}
\end{array} \]